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Application Note # 5448 
 
Shunt Regulator Operation  
 

 
What is a shunt regulator? 
A shunt regulator is an electrical device used in motion control systems to regulate the 
voltage level of the DC bus supply to protect the amplifier, motor, and other components 
in the system from an over-voltage condition. The bus voltage level can increase if excess 
energy flows back through the system and charges the capacitor in the power supply 
above its normal energy level. The shunt regulator operates by sensing the voltage level 
of the supply, and in the event the voltage level rises above a pre-set threshold, the shunt 
regulator switches on a resistor to ground that dissipates (as heat) any excess energy that 
is present in the system. Once the voltage level drops below the threshold (usually a few 
volts lower than the “on” level), the shunt regulator opens the resistor circuit and 
operation continues as normal. 
 
Why is a shunt regulator needed? 
In systems with large inertial loads, such as flywheels, significant kinetic energy can be 
present when operating at high speeds. In the event the motor is commanded to decelerate 
the load, it is likely that energy will flow back through the motor and amplifier to the 
power supply, especially in system with little or no friction. A shunt regulator is used in 
this case to dissipate this “regenerative” energy and avoid an over voltage fault. If a 
voltage fault were to occur on the amplifier, it would shut off and the load would be left 
spinning freely out of control.  
 
This could also be the case with systems that have large gravitational loads, such as an 
elevator or large mechanical arm. With the load raised or arm extended outward, 
significant potential energy may be present. Hence, when the load is being lowered, 
regenerative energy flow back through the system to the supply will occur. In the event a 
voltage fault should occur (with the absence of a shunt regulator), the amplifier would 
shut down and the load would fall uncontrolled.  
 
Additionally, a shunt regulator may be needed to protect other components in the system 
from over voltage. For example, DC-to-DC converters used to provide power to the 
controller operate in a specific voltage range. If the voltage increases above this range 
then the converter (as well as the controller) may suffer damage. When using switching 
power supplies, the capacitance is usually very low as compared to linear power supplies, 
which lends the system to be more susceptible to voltage increases. Also, some switching 
supplies cannot tolerate any regenerative flow; hence, a shunt would certainly be 
required. 
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How do I determine if a shunt regulator is required? 
Many factors including gear trains, efficiencies, friction, and deceleration rates must be 
considered. Systems that have loads driven by lead screws and gear trains may have 
significant friction and/or inefficiencies that would limit (or absorb) the flow of energy 
back through the system. X-Y tables using lead screws, for example, will not run freely 
when left uncontrolled. Friction in the screw, as well as typical lead screw pitches, will 
not allow the load to back drive the motor. Systems that are commanded to decelerate at 
lower rates would be able to absorb the energy over a longer period of time; hence, in this 
case, the motor resistance may be capable of dissipating the excess energy. 
 
If multiple motors are connected to the amp and/or other components have significant 
power draw from the power supply, then these components can redistribute or dissipate 
the energy and lessen the need for a shunt regulator. When using the DMC-21x3 
controller and AMP-20540 mating multi-axis amplifier where more than one motor is 
connected, it is possible for the regenerative energy to be redistributed among the motors, 
as well as to power the controller itself. 
 
If the factors described above are not significant and the type of system in question has a 
high inertia or gravitational load, then the voltage level of the system should be analyzed 
to determine if a shunt may be required. The easiest method is to experimentally test the 
voltage level of the bus during deceleration periods. Care must be taken when using this 
approach as potential damage may result; hence it is suggested to make small increases in 
speed and deceleration levels up to the normal operating levels. If the bus level increases 
to any significant level (relative to the component limits) during the tests, then a shunt 
regulator should be installed.  
 
It is also possible to estimate the potential voltage increase. By calculating the amount of 
regenerative energy flow back to the power supply, we can determine the voltage level 
increase as the energy charges the capacitor. For a rotary system with stored kinetic 
energy, equation (1) can be used to determine the amount of possible regenerative 
energy, which is fundamentally based on the system inertia, running speed, and 
efficiency of the system. However, the total amount of kinetic energy will be reduced by 
heat dissipation due to current flow through the motor windings ( I2RT term), which is a 
function of the deceleration rate and the current required to decelerate the load.  
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Where, 
 

E  = Regenerative Energy (Joules) 

J   = Total System Inertia (Kg*m2) 

Kt = Torque Constant of Motor (N*m/A) 

ω = Max. Velocity of motor at beginning of deceleration (RPM) 

R = Motor resistance (Ohms) 

T = Total Time during Deceleration (sec.) 

I = Current during deceleration (Amperes) 

η = Total efficiency of the system (amp, gear train, etc.) 

 

The motor current required to decelerate the load is found using equation (2), which is a 
function of the motor torque constant, the inertia of the system, and the deceleration rate. 
The deceleration rate (α) [rad/s2] used to find the motor current (I) is determined by 
dividing the speed (ω) of the motor before deceleration by the time to decelerate (T) as in 
equation (3) below.  
 

      
tK

JI α
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Next, using equation (4), we determine to what level the voltage will increase after the 
energy charges the capacitor.  
 

22
sV

C
EV +=       (4) 

 
Where,  
 E  = Regenerative Energy (Joules)  , as calculated using equation (1) 
 C =Capacitance of the power supply (Farads) 
 Vs = Nominal DC bus voltage of the power supply (volts) 
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Example 1  
The following example using a Galil DMC-21x3 controller, AMP-20540, CPS-6-48 
power supply, and a single BLM-N23-53-1000 calculates the increase in bus voltage 
when the system is attempting to decelerate a large inertial load from 5500 RPM in 4.5 
seconds (assuming 95% efficiency).  
 
Motor     
BLM-N23-53-1000 Resistance, R 2 Ohms 
 Torque Const, Kt 0.08 Nm/A 
   
Power supply   
CPS-6-48 DC supply, Vs 48 volts 
 Capacitance, C 0.06 Farads 
   
Load    
350:1 mismatch System Inertia, J 0.006 Kg*m^2 
 Top speed, ω 5500 RPM 
   
 Efficiency, η 0.95  
 Deceleration time, T 4.5 sec 
    

 
 

Deceleration rate,                
)5.4(
)5500(

30






=
πα    = 127.99 rad/s2 

 

Motor Current,                      
)08.0(

)99.127)(006.0(
=I  = 9.60 Amperes 

 

Regen Energy,    )5.4)(2()60.9()95.0()5500)(006.0(*
1800

22
2

−=
πE   = 116.10 Joules 

 

Voltage,                          2)48(
)06.0(

)10.116(2
+=V   = 78.58 volts 

 
 
The AMP-20540 operates at voltage range of up to 60 volts and will enter voltage 
protection fault at 68 volts. Hence, it is possible during the deceleration period that the 
voltage level of the power supply may increase to over 78 volts and trigger a voltage fault 
or potentially cause damage to other voltage sensitive components in the system. With 
this system a shunt regulator would be required (or highly recommended).  
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Example 2 
Unlike in example 1 where the system has a large inertial load, this example analyzes a 
system that has a large gravitational load, which has a significant source of potential 
energy as opposed to kinetic energy. 
 
A platform is used to lower a 20 kg load from a height of 1.5m as shown in Figure-1. The 
load is lowered at 0.5 m/s with acceleration/deceleration of 2 m/s2. The platform is driven 
by a chain pulley system using a Galil N34-170-1000 servo motor, 0.1m radius gear 
pulleys, and a 30:1 speed reducer, with a total system efficiency of 80%. The Servo 
motor is controlled with a DMC-2113 mated with an AMP-20540 and CPS-6-48 power 
supply. 
 
 

30:1N34-170-1000

10cm
radius

h= 1.5m

20 kg Load

 
 

Figure -1 Gravitational Load 
 
In this example, the main source of potential regenerative energy is fairly simple to 
calculate (mgh). However, the analysis becomes a bit more complex than the rotational 
example because gravitational forces must be considered when determining the required 
motor torques and subsequent motor current. Equation (1) expresses the energy in its 
simplest form, but we must expand the term associated with the dissipation in the motor 
(I2RT) over three intervals: the initial acceleration, the slew period, and the deceleration 
as shown in equation (2). 
 
 

RTImghE 2−= η         (1)  
 

ddssaa RTIRTIRTImghE 222 −−−= η      (2) 
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Where,    h = Height of load = 1.5 m 
  g = Gravitational constant = 9.80 m/s2 
  m = Mass of the load =  20 kg 
  η  = Efficiency of the drive system. = 80% 
  R = Motor armature resistance = 1.01 Ohms 
  Ia,s,d  = Motor current during accel, slew, and  decel 
  Ta,s,d = Time during accel, slew, and decal 
 
Based on the velocity (downward motion is positive), accel/decel values, and a distance 
of 1.5m, the motion profile can be described below (Figure-2) with the following time 
intervals, giving Ta, Ts, and Td. 
 

//~//

//~//0.5

V
(m/s)

0.25 3.00 3.25 T (sec)

SlewAccel
2 m/s^2

Decel
2 m/s^2

 
Figure 2 – Velocity Profile 

Hence, 
 

Ta = 0.25 
Ts = 2.75 
Td = 0.25 

 
 
To determine the current for the three intervals we must first calculate the torques 
required for each interval. The current (Ia,s,d  ) can be then calculated knowing the 
required and the torque constant of the motor (Kt = 0.197 Nm/A) with equation (3).  
 

 
tK

TorqueI =                             (3) 

 
 
The torque values can be determined by analyzing the torque transfer through the pulley 
and gearbox using equation (4). Note: the acceleration is subtracted from gravity during 
the initial period which allows the load to drop (or accelerate) to the slew speed. During 
deceleration, the deceleration rate is added to gravity to slow the load to a stop.  
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      reductiongearradiuspullydecelaccelgravitymassTorque _*_*)/(* +=           (4) 
 
Hence, 
 

Torquea = (20kg)(9.8-2 m/s2)(0.1m)(1/30) = 0.5200 N*m 

Torques = (20kg)(9.8 m/s2)(0.1m)(1/30) = 0.6533 N*m 

Torqued = (20kg)(9.8+2 m/s2)(0.1m)(1/30) = 0.7866 N*m 

And, 
 Ia = (0.5200)/(0.197) = 2.63 A 

 Ia = (0.6533)/(0.197) = 3.31 A 

 Ia = (0.7866)/(0.197) = 3.99 A 

 

 
The regenerative energy is then calculated by equation (2):  
 

)25.0)(01.1()99.3()75.2)(01.1()31.3()25.0)(01.1()63.2()80.0)(5.1)(8.9)(20( 222 −−−=E   
  
    =   235.2 -1.74 - 30.43 - 4.02  =  197.99 Joules 
 
 
The voltage level can then be determined using the capacitance of the power supply (C= 
0.06 Farads) and the nominal DC bus voltage (48 volts) as in example 1. 
 

Voltage,                          2)48(
)06.0(

)99.197(2
+=V   =  94.36 volts 

 
 
Hence, a voltage level over 94 volts is surely to cause a voltage fault to the AMP-20540 
amplifier, which would cause an over-voltage shutdown, and consequently cause the load 
to fall. A shunt regulator would be a required in this case for both circuit protection and 
safety. 
 
Note: this analysis assumes net energy flow for the entire move; however, it may be 
necessary to analyze each “zone” individually. It may be that significant regeneration 
only occurs during deceleration but does not occur as an overall net result. With an 
individual analysis, the kinetic term (1/2 mv2) must be added to the analysis of the slew 
and decal periods in addition to the potential energy drop for these sections.  
 

RTImvmghE 22

2
1

−+= η   

 
Where v is the slew speed and h is the drop in height during that period. 
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Galil Shunt Regulator (model # SR-19900) 
 
For applications requiring a shunt regulator, Galil offers a small mountable model that 
can be configured for varying voltage levels. Two fixed voltage threshold settings are 
available with jumpers, which can be set at either 33 or 66 volts. Additionally, a user 
defined voltage threshold can be set by changing a simple resistor. This shunt regulator 
operates with hysteresis, where the regulator switches on at the set voltage threshold and 
switches off at 2 volts below. 
 
 
This regulator should be placed in parallel with the power supply as in figure-1, and it 
should be mounted to a metal surface using thermal grease to aid in heat transfer. 
Connections are made to the unit using a 4-pin Molex connector. 
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Figure 1 – Shunt Regulator Placement in a Typical Servo System 
 
 

 
 
 


